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A Euclidean ring such as the integers is equipped with span algorithm for divi-
sion with remainder. In non-Euclidean Dedekind domains with cyclic class group,
the definition of a Euclidean ideal class generalizes the notion of a Euclidean ring.
This generalizes the algorithm for division with remainder. Let K be a number field
and let S be any finite set of primes of K which contains the infinite primes S .
Then for any ring of S-integers of K, we define a Euclidean system. This further
generalizes the notion of a Euclidean ring and the algorithm for division with
remainder. We show that under certain conditions, a ring of S-integers has a
Euclidean system.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Outline
A Euclidean ring such as the integers is equipped with an algorithm for
division with remainder. In non-Euclidean Dedekind domains with cyclic
class group, Lenstra [9] generalized the notion of a Euclidean ring with
his definition of a Euclidean ideal class. Now, let K be a number field and
let S be a finite set of primes of K which contains the infinite primes
S . Then for any ring of S-integers of K, we define a Euclidean system,
a certain set of ideal classes. This further generalizes the notion of a
Euclidean ring. In particular, we see in Theorem 8 that the ideal classes in
a Euclidean system generate the ideal class group of the ring of S-integers.
Furthermore, our main result is Theorem 10 in which we show that for
sufficiently large S, if we assume a generalized Riemann hypothesis, then
a ring of S-integers has a Euclidean system. This generalizes work of
Weinberger [13] in which the class group in trivial.
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1.2. Notations
We will use the following notations and conventions. Let K be a number
field, with OK its ring of integers and S a finite set of primes of K containing
S , the set of infinite primes.
v N, Q, and Z denote the natural numbers, rational numbers, and
integers, respectively.
v Ideals will be indicated in boldface, such as a, b, p.
v RS=[x # K : ordpx0 for all primes p  S] is called the ring of
S-integers of K.
v The ideals of RS are in one-to-one correspondence with the ideals of
OK which are not divisible by any primes of S.
v IS=[>p  S pn(p), such that n(p) # Z and n(p)=0 for all but finitely
many primes p]. We identify I S with the group of all fractional ideals of
RS .
v For an ideal b of OK with ordpb=0 for all p # S, IS, b=
[>p  S, p |% b pn(p) where n(p) # Z and n(p)=0 for all but finitely many primes
p]. We identify I S, b with the group of fractional ideals of RS generated by
primes not dividing the ideal bRS .
v For an ideal b of OK , Kb, 1=[x # K: (x)=(a)(b), ((a), b)=((b), b)
=OK , and ordp(x&1)m(p), where b=> pm(p)].
v For an ideal b of OK , Ib=[>p |% b pn(p), with n(p) # Z and n(p)=0 for
all but finitely many p].
v If p is a prime of OK , then Kp is the completion at p.
v For any n, ‘n is a primitive n th root of unity.
v I is the group of all fractional ideals of OK which we identify with
[>p prime, p finite pn(p), with n(p) # Z and n(p)=0 for all but finitely many p].
v i is the natural map of K_ into I.
v ClRS is the ideal class group for the ring RS .
2. HISTORY
Definition 1. A ring R is said to be Euclidean if there is a function
,: R  N such that \a, b # R, with b{0, _q, r # R such that a=bq+r with
,(r)<,(b). We say that , is a Euclidean algorithm for R.
In 1979, Lenstra [9] generalized the notion of a Euclidean ring by
defining a Euclidean ideal class. We give a version of that definition here.
Let R be a Dedekind domain with ideal class group ClR and field of frac-
tions K. Let E=[b : b is a fractional ideal of R, and b$R].
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Definition 2. Let C be an ideal class of ClR with c # C. We say a
function : E  N is a Euclidean algorithm for C if \b # E and \x # bc"c,
_z # x+c such that (bcz&1)<(b). In this situation, we call C a
Euclidean ideal class.
It is routine to check that this definition is independent of the choice of
representative c # C and that bcz&1 # E.
The notion of a Euclidean ideal class generalizes that of a Euclidean ring.
This is seen in the following lemma originally stated by Lenstra [9].
Lemma 3. Let R be a Dedekind domain. Then R is a Euclidean ring if
and only if [R] is a Euclidean ideal class.
Proof. Assume R is a Euclidean ring. Then R is a principal ideal
domain so that ClR is a trivial. Let C=[R] and let c=R be the repre-
sentative. We show that [R] is a Euclidean ideal class.
As R is Euclidean, Samuel [12, p. 284] shows that there is a minimal
Euclidean algorithm , for R (in the classical sense) satisfying
(i) \a, b # R, ab{0, ,(ab),(b), with equality  a # R_, and
(ii) ,(a)=1  a # R_.
Since R is a principal ideal domain, any fractional ideal b of R which
contains R can be written as b=(1b)=[tb: t # R], for some b # R. Let
E=[b: b is a fractional ideal of R, and b$R]. Define : E  N by
((1b))=,(b)&1. This is well-defined, for if we express b=(1b)=(1b$),
then b$=ab, for some a # R_. Thus ,(b$)=,(ab)=,(b). Let b=(1b) be
given. Then for all x # bR"R, we must find z # x+R such that (bRz&1)
<(b). Now any x # bR is of the form x=tb for some t # R. Because , is
a Euclidean algorithm for R, we can find q, r # R such that t=bq+r, with
,(r)<,(b). Note that as x # b"R, r{0. Let z=(tb)&q=(t&bq)
b # x+R. Then
 \\1b+ Rz&1+= \\
1
b+\
b
t&bq++
= \\ 1t&bq++
= \\1r++
=,(r)&1
<,(b)&1= \\1b++ .
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Now assume that [R] is a Euclidean ideal class with Euclidean algo-
rithm  and let R represent the class [R]. Define ,: R  N by ,(b)=
((1b))+1, if b{0 and ,(0)=0. Given a, b # R with b{0, we seek
q, r # R such that a=bq+r, with ,(r)<,(b). Assume first that b does not
divide a. Let b=(1b) and consider x=ab # bR"R. Then since  is
Euclidean for [R], there is some z # ab+R, say z=(ab)&q, such that
(bRz&1)<(b). This implies
 \\1b+\
b
a&bq++< \\
1
b++ ,
O  \\ 1a&bq++< \\
1
b++ ,
O ,(a&bq)&1<,(b)&1,
O ,(a&bq)<,(b).
Thus if b does not divide a, we may write a=bq+r, with r=a&bq and
,(r)<,(b). If b divides a, then we may write a=bq for some q # R. Thus
r=0 and ,(r)=0<11+((1b))=,(b). K
Now let R be a ring of S-integers of a number field K. Let N be the
usual norm on R. That is, N(x)=*R(x). If we extend N to N : K  Q by
N (ab)=N(a)N(b) and N (0)=0, then it is routine to check that N is a
Euclidean algorithm for a ring R if and only if \x # K, _y # R such that
N (x& y)<1. The notion of Euclidean ideal class becomes more accessible
when the function  is given by the norm by (b)=N(b&1). Here N is
defined on all integral ideals a by N(a)=*Ra and extended by multi-
plicativity to all fractional ideals, with N((0))=0. Then N is a Euclidean
algorithm for a class C, with c # C, if and only if \x # K, _y # c such that
N((x& y))<N(c). Note that when C=[R] and c=R, then N(c)=1.
Thus, N is a Euclidean algorithm for R   is a Euclidean algorithm for
[R]. This we already knew from Lemma 3.
Until recently, if one did not assume a generalized Riemann hypothesis,
there were no known examples of number fields K with full ring of integers
R for which N was not a Euclidean algorithm, but some other function
was. It is known that N is not a Euclidean algorithm for Z[- 14] and
much has been done to find another function which makes Z[- 14]
Euclidean (see [6, 10]). In 1994, Clark [2] gave the first known example
for quadratic fields when he demonstrated that the full ring of integers
in Q[- 69] is Euclidean, but not norm-Euclidean. In 1992, Clark [1]
showed that certain totally real quartic Galois extensions of Q have rings
of integers which are Euclidean, but not norm-Euclidean. In 1995, Clark
and R. Murty extended this result to totally real Galois extensions of Q of
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degree 3 satisfying certain criteria. In 1996, Clark [3] gave examples of
non-Galois cubic fields whose rings of integers are Euclidean, but not for
the norm. Without relying on a Riemann hypothesis, R. Gupta et al. [4]
showed if K is number field and S is a set of primes of K, with *S
sufficiently large, then if the ring of S-integers has class number 1, it must
be a Euclidean ring.
The norm is not often the right function for Euclidean ideal classes. In
fact, if R is the ring of integers in a quadratic extension of Q, there are only
a few rings [9, p. 123] with class number >1 for which N is a Euclidean
algorithm for a non-principal class C. One such example is the ring
Z[- 10], which has class number 2.
The main result proved by Lenstra [9] about Euclidean ideal classes is
the following.
Theorem 4 (Lenstra). Let R be a Dedekind domain with Euclidean ideal
class C. Then ClR is cyclic and is generated by C.
This generalizes the fact that if R is a Euclidean ring, then R is a
principal ideal domain.
3. EUCLIDEAN SYSTEMS
In the previous section, we saw that through the definition of a
Euclidean ideal class, we can generalize the notion of a Euclidean ring to
certain Dedekind domains with cyclic class group. In fact, we will see
that for *S2, assuming a generalized Riemann hypothesis, a ring of
S-integers with cyclic class group has a Euclidean ideal class. Thus such a
ring can be given an arithmetic structure which generalizes that of a
Euclidean ring. We now explore more generally what can be said if the
class group is any finite Abelian group.
Definition 5. Given a number field K and a Dedekind domain R
whose field of fractions is K, let [C1 , ..., Ck] be distinct classes in the ideal
class group of R. Let ci # Ci be a representative of each class with all ci
pairwise co-prime. Let E=[b: b$R] be the set of all fractional ideals of
R which contain R. Let c=ki=1 ci . We say that [C1 , ..., Ck] is a Euclidean
system for R if there is a function : E  N such that \b # E and \x # bc"c,
there is some cj for which there exists z # x+cj with (bcj z&1)<(b). Such
a function  is said to be Euclidean for [C1 , ..., Ck] or a Euclidean algo-
rithm for [C1 , ..., Ck] We call [C1 , ..., Ck] a minimal Euclidean system for R
if no proper subset forms a Euclidean system.
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We note that if k=1, [C1] is a Euclidean system if and only if C1 is a
Euclidean ideal class. It is not hard to see that the definition is independent
of the choice of representative for each class Ci .
Lemma 6. Let [C1 , ..., Ck] be a Euclidean system for R with function .
Then \a, b # E, (ab)(b), with equality  a=R.
Proof. Fix b # E. Choose a$ # E such that (a$b) is minimal. Let
x # a$c"c. Then x # a$bc"c as well. Thus by definition, there is some cj and
z # x+cj with (a$bcj z&1)<(a$b). But as x # a$ca$cj , we see z # a$cj+
cj a$cj . Thus z # a$cj so we have a$cjz&1 # E. Thus implies that
((a$cjz&1) b)<(a$b) contradicts the minimality of (a$b). The only way
to avoid this is for a$c"c to be empty. This occurs if and only if a$=R.
Thus (ab) takes its minimal value if and only if a=R in which case
we have equality (ab)=(b). This implies that for all a{R, (ab)>
(b). K
Corollary 7. If [C1 , ..., Ck] is a Euclidean system with function , then
(a) assumes its minimal value only when a=R.
Proof. Take b=R in Lemma 6. K
Theorem 8. Let K be a number field with R a Dedekind domain whose
field of fractions is K. Let [C1 , ..., Ck] be a Euclidean system with function
. Then [C1 , ..., Ck] generates the ideal class group ClR .
Proof. We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Let [C1 , ..., Ck] be a Euclidean system with function . If
b # E"[R], then b # >ki=1 C
&ni
i with ni0 and 
k
i=1 n i(b).
Proof of Lemma. Let ci # Ci and c=ki=1 ci . Let b # E"[R]. Then bc"c
is non-empty so that we can find x # bc"c. By definition, there is some cj
and z # x+cj such that (bcj z&1)<(b). If bc jz&1=R, then [b][cj]=
[R] which means b # C&1j and by Corollary 7, 1(b). (By Corollary 7,
bcj z&1=R will always occur if (b) is the minimal value taken by  on
E"[R].) Now assume the lemma is true for all a # E with (a)<(b).
Then if bcjz&1{R we have by assumption that bcjz&1 # >ki=1 C
&ni
i with
ki=1 ni(bcjz
&1). Therefore, b # C&1j >
k
i=1 C
&ni
i =>
k
i=1 C
&n$i
i where
n$i=ni for i{ j, n$j=nj+1. Thus, ki=1 n$i=1+
k
i=1 n i1+(bc jz
&1)
(b). K
To prove the theorem, we note that ClR is generated by [[b]: b # E].
The lemma then shows that each generator can be written as [b]=
>ki=1 C
&ni
i which shows that [C1 , ...Ck] generate the class group. K
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Remark. It is of interest to note that if b{R is such that (b) is the
minimal value assumed by  on E"[R], then for each x # bc"c, there is
exactly one cj such that there is a z # x+cj with (bcj z&1)<(b). Suppose
there are cj1 and cj2 for which this happens, with zj1 # x+cj1 and
zj2 # x+cj2 . Then by minimality, we must have
(bcj1z
&1
j1
)=R=(bc j2 z
&1
j2
).
This implies that [cj1]=[cj2] which shows that j1= j2 as the Ci are distinct
classes.
We now come to our main result.
Theorem 10. Let K be a number field and OK be its ring of integers. Let
S be a finite set of primes including S and let RS be the ring of S-integers.
Suppose the class number of RS is h and the ideal class group ClRS $
Zd1 ZZd2 Z } } } ZdnZ, with this structure given uniquely by
d1 | d2 | } } } | dn . Let [C1 , C2 ..., Cn] be generators of ClRS with the order of
Ci=di . Suppose the rank of the unit group in RS is s. Suppose further that
for every squarefree integer m and for every subset S$/S, the zeta-function
for K(‘m , R1mS$ ) satisfies the generalized Riemann hypothesis. Then if
smax[1, n&1], [C1 , ..., Cn] is a minimal Euclidean system for RS .
Note that as [C1 , ..., Cn] is a minimal set of generators for ClRS ,
Theorem 8 shows that if it is a Euclidean system, then it must be minimal.
Proof. The proof is constructive. Given a set of generators [C1 , ..., Cn],
we shall write down a function  and show that it makes [C1 , ..., Cn] into
a Euclidean system.
For each class Ci , we choose a prime ideal ci of RS as a representative
and write c=ni=1 ci . Let E=[b: b$RS] be the set of all fractional ideals
of RS which contain RS . Here, we identify all fractional ideals of RS with
divisors b=>p # RS p
n(p), with n(p) # Z and n(p)=0 for all but finitely many
primes p. We define : E  N by
(b)= :
p # RS
p prime
ordp(b&1) np, (3.1)
where if p # >ni=1 C
mi
i is written uniquely with 1m1d1 and 0mi
di&1 for 2in, then
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h+1, if p # C1 and the projection R_S  (RS p)
_ is surjective,
h+2, if p # C21 , C1 C2 , ..., or, C1Cn ,
np={ b bh+k, if ni=1 mi=k, k{1,
h+1+d1 , if p # C1 and R_S  (RS p)
_ is not surjective.
For example, if Clk $Z2ZZ2ZZ4Z, then h=16 and the values of
np are given in the following table.
Value of np Class of ClK
h+1=17 C1 with R_S (RS p)
_
h+2=18 C21 , C1 C2 , C1 C3
h+3=19 C21C2 , C
2
1 C3 , C1C2 C3 , C1C
2
3 , C1 with R
_
S % (RS p)
_
h+4=20 C21C2C3 , C
2
1C
2
3 , C1C2C
2
3 , C1C
3
3
h+5=21 C21C2 C
2
3 , C
2
1 C
3
3 , C1C2C
3
3
h+6=22 C21C2 C
3
3
In this example, note that for a prime p # C1 with R_S  (RS p)
_ not
surjective, we have np=h+3=h+1+d1 as d1=2. Also note that prin-
cipal primes p have np=h+2=h+d1 . More generally, a principal prime
p will always have np=h+d1 . If n>1, the largest value assumed by any
np is always h+(d1+ } } } +dn)&(n&1). This occurs when all the mi
are maximal. In the above example, h+(d1+ } } } +dn)&(n&1)=h+
(2+2+4)&(3&1)=h+6. If n=1, the class group is cyclic and the
largest value assumed by any np is h+d1+1=2h+1.
In any case, the maximal value of np2h+1. (3.2)
Having now defined our function : E  N in (3.1), we must show that
it is Euclidean for [C1 , ..., Cn]. Let E$=[b : b is an integral ideal of RS].
Define a function  : I S  Z by
 (a)= :
p # RS
p prime
ordp(a) np,
where np is defined as above. Note that if a is an integral ideal or a frac-
tional ideal containing RS , we have the relationship:
 (a)={&(a),(a&1)=& (a&1),
if a # E.
if a # E$.
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Let a # E$ (so a&1 # E). To show  is Euclidean, for all x # a&1c"c, we need
to find some cj and z # x+cj such that (a&1cj z&1)<(a&1), or equiv-
alently,  (ac&1j z)< (a). Since  is a homomorphism from I
S  (Z, +),
we see that  is Euclidean if \a # E$ and \x # a&1c"c, _cj and z # x+cj such
that,
 (a)+ (c&1j )+ ((z))< (a),
i.e.,
 ((z))<& (c&1j ),
i.e.,
 ((z))< (cj).
This formulation is now independent of a. Note that K=a # E$ a&1 c. Thus
in proving that  is Euclidean, it suffices to show that
\x # K"c, there is some cj and z # x+cj with  ((z))< (cj). (3.3)
To prove (3.3), we begin with x # K"c. For any 1in, consider the
fractional ideal (x)ci of RS and write (x)ci=aibi , with ai and bi uniquely
written as co-prime integral ideals of RS . Let Fi be the S-ray class field for
the modulus bi so that
IbiH i $Gal(F i K), (3.4)
where H i is the subgroup i(Kbi, 1) } (p # S) of I
bi. (Note that I biH i $
IS, bi(i $(Kbi, 1)), where if 6 is the projection of I
bi onto I S, bi, then i $=? b i.)
As (ai , bi)=RS , we have a i # I S, bi and thus under the Artin reciprocity
map [7, p. 197], ai corresponds to some { # Gal(Fi K). In fact, there are
infinitely many integral ideals a$i # I S, bi such that (a$i , F iK)={. For any
such a$i , it follows that a$i #ai in I S, bi(i $(Kbi, 1)). That is, a$i=(#) ai for some
# # Kbi , 1 . We may write
#=1+t with ordq(t)n(q), where bi=> qn(q). (3.5)
Let z=x#=x(1+t)=x+xt. We now show that xt # ci so that z # x+ci .
Since ai (#)=a$i is an integral ideal in RS , we have that for all a # a i ,
a# # RS . This implies that a+at # RS which in turn shows that at # RS . This
shows that ai (t) is an integral ideal. We consider (xt)=(aici bi)(t)=
(ci bi) ai (t). By (3.5), bi divides the integral ideal ai (t) so that (xt)=c ibr
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for some integral ideal br. This implies that xt # ci and that z # x+ci . So for
any x # K"c, we have found z # x+ci such that
 ((z))= ((x#))= _a icibi (#)&= \
cia$i
b i +
= (ci)+ (a$i)& (b i).
If we can choose a$i so that  (a$i)< (bi), then the above shows that
 ((z))< (ci), satisfying (3.3). We therefore complete the proof of the
theorem by showing that for at least one i, 1in, we can find some
a$i # IS, bi with a$i #ai in I S, bii $(Kbi, 1) and  (a$i)< (bi).
If any bi is not prime then we are done. By definition of np, if bi is not
prime, then  (bi)2h+2. Now the Chebotarev density theorem [7,
p. 169] guarantees that there are infinitely many primes p#ai in
IS, bii $(Kbi, 1). Choose any such p. Then by (3.2),  (p)2h+1. Hence we
may take a$i=p so that  (a$i)2h+1<2h+2 (bi) as required. Hence-
forth, when writing (x)ci=ai bi , we may assume that all bi are primes of
RS .
Lemma 11. Let [C1 , ..., Cn] be as above with prime ci # Ci and c=
ni=1 ci . Let x # K"c be given and for each i, write (x)ci=ai bi with
all bi primes of RS . Assume b1 {c1 . Then for all i, b i=b1 . Write
b1 # C
m1
1 C
m2
2 } } } C
mn
n , with this uniquely defined by 1m1d1 , 0mi
di&1 for 2in. Then for all i, ai # Cm11 C
m2
2 } } } C
mi&1
i } } } C
mn
n .
Proof. Since (x)c1=a1 b1 , it is clear that a1 # Cm1&11 C
m2
2 } } } C
mn
n . Now
for any i{1,
(x)
ci
=
(x)
c1
c1
ci
=
a1
b1
c1
ci
=
a i
b i
.
As bi is prime, it must be that (a1 b1)(c1ci) is not in lowest terms. But a1
and b1 are co-prime and by assumption, b1 {c1 . Since all the ci are distinct
primes, we must have that ci divides a1 . Hence, ai bi=a~ 1c1 b1 , where a~ 1=
a1 ci . It now follows that bi=b1 and that ai # Cm11 C
m2
2 } } } C
mi&1
i } } } C
mn
n . K
We now complete the proof by considering the three possibilities for the
prime b1 . Let b1 # C
m1
1 C
m2
2 } } } C
mn
n .
Case 1. b1 # C1 .
If the projection R_S  (RSb1)
_ is not surjective, then by definition of
np,  (b1)=h+1+d1 . Clearly in this case, a1 is principal. In the comments
preceding (3.2), we saw that any principal prime p has  (p)=h+d1 .
Since ClRS is a quotient of the S-ray class group, any prime p#a1 in
IS, b1i $(Kb1, 1) will also be equivalent to a1 in ClRS . Thus we take a$1=p
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for any p#a1 in I S, b1i $(Kb1, 1) Then p is principal and  (a$1)= (p)=
h+d1<h+d1+1= (b1).
If the projection R_S  (RSb1)
_ is surjective, then by definition,
 (b1)=h+1. Again a1=(a1) is principal with a 1 # (RSb1)_. It follows
that (a1)#RS in I S, b1i $(Kb1, 1). Hence, we may choose a$1=RS so that
 (a$1)= (RS)=0<h+1= (b1).
Case 2. b1  C1 ,  (b1)>h+2.
We know by definition that since  (b1)>h+2 we have ni=1 mi>2.
This leaves three possibilities: (i) m1>2, (ii) for at least one i # [2, ..., n]
we have mi2, or (iii) for some i1 , i2 # [2, ..., n], mi11 and mi21.
In the case that m1>2, we consider (x)c1=a1 b1 . It follows that
a1 # Cm1&11 C
m2
2 } } } C
mn
n . By definition of np, any prime p # C
m1&1
1 C
m2
2 } } } C
mn
n
will have  (p)=h+((m1&1)+m2+ } } } +mn)= (b1)&1. So take a$1=p
where p is any prime of RS and such that p#a1 in I S, b1i $(Kb1, 1). (The
Chebotarev density theorem implies there are infinitely many such p). Then
p#a1 in ClRS too and we have found a$1 such that  (a$1)= (p)=
 (b1)&1< (b1) as required.
In (ii), we may assume that for some i{1, mi2. Then consider (x)ci
=ai bi . By Lemma 11, we have bi=b1 and ai # Cm11 C
m2
2 } } } C
mi&1
i } } } C
mn
n .
Note that by definition of np , any prime p in the same class as ai will have
 (p)=h+(m1+m2+ } } } +(mi&1)+ } } } +mn)= (bi)&1. By Chebotarev,
we can find a prime p # RS with p#ai in IS, b1i $(Kb1, 1). Then p#ai in ClRS as
well. We may take a$i=p so that  (a$i)= (p)= (b1)&1< (bi), as required.
In (iii), we have i1 and i2 such that mi11 and mi21. As in (ii), we
consider (x)ci1=ai1 bi1 . Again by Lemma 11, we have bi1=b1 and
ai1 # C
m1
1 C
m2
2 } } } C
mi1&1i1
} } } Cmnn . So by definition of np, any prime p in the
same class as ai1 will have  (p)=h+(m1+m2+ } } } +(m i1&1)+ } } } +
mi2+ } } } +mn)= (bi)&1. So by Chebotarev, we can find a prime p # RS
such that p#ai1 in I
S, b1i $(Kb1, 1). Then p#a i1 in ClRS as well. We may take
a$i1=p so that  (a$i1)= (p)= (bi1)&1< (b i1), as required.
Case 3. b1  C1 ,  (b1)=h+2.
By definition, b1 # C1 Cj for some j # [1, 2, ..., n]. To mimic the above
arguments, we need to find a class of ClRS in which primes p will have
 (p)=h+1. This can only happen if p # C1 and R_S  (RSp)
_ is surjec-
tive. Hence we consider (x)cj=aj bj . By Lemma 11, bj=b1 and a j # C1 .
Let {=(aj , F1 K). We seek a prime p # RS such that p#aj in I S, b1i $(Kb1, 1)
with R_S (RSp)
_. This is equivalent to finding p such that (p, F1 K)
={ and R_S (RS p)
_, where F1 is the S-ray class field for the modulus b1 .
To find such p, we apply a theorem of Lenstra [8, (4.8) p. 208]. We con-
sider the special case of this theorem in which F1 is the S-ray class field for
the modulus b1 , C=[{], W=R_S , and k=1. We assume that for every
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subset S$/S and for every square-free integer m that the zeta-function for
K(‘m , R1mS$ ) satisfies the generalized Riemann hypothesis. Then the theorem
says that the set of primes p, for which (p, F1 K)={ and R_S  (RS p)
_ is
surjective, is infinite if and only if there is no prime l for which there is a
field Ll=K(‘1 , R_1lS ) such that K/Ll F1 and { # Gal(F1L l).
If we can show no such field Ll exists with K/Ll F1 and
{ # Gal(F1 Ll), then we can always find a suitable prime p # RS with
 (p)=h+1<h+2= (b1). In this event, we take a$j=p and then
 (a$j)< (b) as required. Thus we complete the proof of Theorem 10 if we
can show there is no such Ll as above. Henceforth, we suppose such an Ll
exists as above, and derive a contradiction.
Lemma 12. With the current definitions, if there is an Ll with K/
Ll F1 and { # Gal(F1 Ll), then ‘l # K.
Proof. By class field theory, F1 K is an Abelian (Galois) extension.
Hence any intermediate field must be Abelian over K as well. In particular,
let u be any unit of R_S which is not an l th power, for instance, any
fundamental unit. Let K$=K(u1l)Ll , so [K$ : K]=l. Then K$ is Abelian
over K and must be the splitting field of xl&u over K. This implies
that K$=K(‘l , u1l). Clearly we have KK(‘l)K$. But note that
[K(‘l) : K]l&1 and divides [K$ : K]=l so that [K(‘l) : K] must be 1.
Therefore ‘l # K. K
Next, we note that since ClRS is a quotient of I
S, b1i $(Kb1, 1), the S-Hilbert
class field H of K is a subfield of F1 .
We consider the field H & Ll . We have { # Gal(F1 K) such that { fixes Ll .
But recall that {=(aj , F1 K) and aj # C1 . This means that {| H=_1 , where
_1 corresponds to C1 under the isomorphism ClRS $Gal(HK). Therefore,
_1 generates a subgroup of Gal(HK) of order d1 . It follows that if H$
denotes the fixed field of _1 , then
Gal(H$K)$Zd2ZZd3Z } } } ZdnZ. (3.6)
Since { fixes Ll , it must be that Ll & HH$. Further, by Galois theory, we
know that
[L: H & Ll] divides [F1 : H]. (3.7)
To determine [F1 : H], we examine the exact sequence
0  (RSb1)_?(R_S )  I
S, b1i $(Kb1, 1)  ClRS  0,
where ?: R_S  (RSb1)
_ is the natural projection. To see why this is exact,
we recognize that the S-ray class group IS, b1i $(Kb1, 1) projects naturally onto
ClRS=I
Si $(K _). We determine that the kernel of this projection consists
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of those fractional ideals of IS, b1i $(Kb1, 1) which are principal. These are of
the form (ab) for some a, b # (RS b1)_. Now, if b # RS represents a multi-
plicative inverse of b in (RSb1)_, then we see that
\ab+#(ab ) in IS, b1i $(Kb1, 1).
Thus every principal fractional ideal of I S, b1 can be represented in
IS, b1i $(Kb1, 1) by an integral ideal (ab ) where ab # (RS b1)
_. But we must
consider that for any unit u # R_S , and for any x # (RSb1)
_, we have
(x)=(xu). Thus the kernel is given by i((RS b1)_?(R_S )) and the above
sequence is exact. Thus *(IS, b1i $(Kb1 , 1))=*ClRS } *((RS b1)
_?(R_S )).
This yields
[F1 : K]=h } *((RSb1)_?(R_S )),
by (3.4). As [H : K]=h, we have determined that
[F1 H]=*((RS b1)_?(R_S )). (3.8)
To determine [Ll : H & Ll], we note that by Lemma 12, Ll is a Kummer
extension [11, p. 15] of K. In fact, if the [u1 , ..., us] form a system of
fundamental units of R_S , then Ll=K(u
1l
1 , ..., u
1l
s , ‘
1l
l r ) , where r1 is
maximal such that ‘lr # K. Hence, [Ll : K]=ls+1 and Gal(L lK)$ZlZ
} } } ZlZ, where there are s+1 copies. Because Gal(H & Ll K) is a
quotient of Gal(Ll K), we have Gal(H & Ll K)$ZlZ } } } ZlZ, with
the number of copies equal to some ts+1. But Gal(H & Ll K) must also
be a quotient of Gal(H$K), so by (3.6), tn&1. By assumption, s
max[1, n&1] so that s+1max[2, n]. It follows that t<s+1 and
[Ll : H & Ll]=ls+1&t. (3.9)
As a result, there is some unit u # [u1 , ..., us , ‘lr] such that K(u1l)/3
H & Ll . Let K$=K(u1l). Because K$/3 H and H is the maximal unramified
Abelian extension of K, K$K is ramified at some prime l of RS . In fact,
since the minimal polynomial for u1l over K is f (x)=xl&u, we have
Disc( f (x))=Disc(xl&u)
=\NmK$K l(u1l ) l&1
=\llul&1.
So (Disc( f (x)))=(l ) l which shows that Disc(K$K) divides (l ) l. Thus,
l must be a prime of RS lying over l. On the other hand, K$/F1 and the
only primes of RS which ramify in F1 are those dividing the modulus b1 .
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However, b1 is prime and we conclude that b1=l and thus RSb1 has
characteristic l. From (3.8), we see now that [F1 : H] divides lf&1, for
some f 1. But we have already established in (3.9) that [Ll : H & Ll]=l k,
for some k1. This contradicts (3.7). Thus there can be no such L l
with K/Ll F1 and { # Gal(F1 Ll). This completes the proof of the
theorem. K
Conclusion. Recall that if a ring R is Euclidean with a multiplicative
function  which is extended to  : K  Q by (ab)=(a)(b) and
(0)=0, then the division algorithm can be stated as, \x # K, _y # R such
that  (x& y)<1. A Euclidean system generalizes this in the following way.
Because  is a homomorphism, we have that \x # K"c, there is some ci
such that _y # ci such that  ((x& y))< (ci).
Remark. In the special case of Theorem 10 in which n=1, d11, RS
has a cyclic class group of order h=d1 . The theorem then says that [C1]
is a minimal Euclidean system which is equivalent to saying that C1 is a
Euclidean ideal class. This proves a theorem originally stated by Lenstra
[9, p. 127]. The algorithm is then given by
h+1, if p # C1 and R_S  (RS p)
_ is surjective,
h+2, if p # C21 ,
np={ b b2h, if p # Ch1 , i.e., p is principal,
2h+1, if p # C1 , R_S  (RSp)
_ is not surjective.
This is not the minimal possible algorithm.
Remark. If we take the special case of Theorem 10 in which n=1 and
d1=1, then ClRS is trivial and thus ClRS=[[RS]]. The theorem then says
that if RS is a PID and the number of units is infinite, then assuming a
generalized Riemann hypothesis, [[RS]] is a Euclidean system. Equiv-
alently, [RS] is a Euclidean ideal class and thus RS is a Euclidean ring, by
Lemma 3. In this case the algorithm is given by
np={2, if the projection R
_
S  (RSp)
_ is surjective.
3, otherwise.
This is precisely the algorithm given by Weinberger [13] in his proof
that for any ring RS with infinitely many units and S=S , assuming a
generalized Riemann hypothesis, RS is a PID  RS is Euclidean.
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